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Classic and extravagant:

Designer leather accessories
The range of stylish leather accessories by Faber-Castell is classic and timeless, but at the same time
fashionably extravagant. These trendy and cheerful lifestyle accessories are not only perfectly matched
to the selection of writing implements but have also acquired the status of absolute “must haves” in
every suit pocket or handbag! Made of finest Italian calfskin, the pieces painstakingly butt jointed, the
fashionable eye-catchers such as pocket organizer, ladies’ purse, and cases for cards or pens and
pencils are available in various colors and textures.
The printed and embossed surface of the python-skin design looks fascinatingly exotic: every
accessory becomes a luxurious fashion statement! The smooth matt leather in black or brown, on the
other hand, exudes a classic timelessness. The patent leather, repeatedly polished to a high gloss,
radiates an elegant black, purist white, or trendy orange. Every item goes nicely with a pen or pencil –
for example the striking Ondoro in orange, white, or black.
The varied collection comprises many stylish companions for day-to-day living:
For dates and notes we recommend either the desk or pocket organizer. A particularly convenient
feature: they lie flat when open, as the spines are made from a separate stitched piece. A superior press
stud with embossed logo graces the plain leather catch.
The generously sized ladies’ purse is much too attractive to hide away in a handbag! It has plenty of
space for coins and paper money, driver’s license and credit cards, safely enclosed in a smoothrunning quality metal zip fastener around three sides.
Further indispensable leather accessories such as cases for business cards and credit cards, or for one’s
favorite writing implements, round off the elegant assortment.
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